Mapping of external cavity modes for a laser diode subject to phase-conjugate feedback.
We numerically investigate the dynamics of a semiconductor laser subject to phase-conjugate optical feedback. We explore the effects of the laser model and feedback parameters for the generation of time-periodic oscillations of the output power at harmonics of the external cavity frequency, i.e., dynamical solutions that have been named external cavity modes. We point out that both the experimentally tunable and other parameters have an influence on the frequency of such dynamics. Since the delay has to exist, it is not the relevant parameter as we show that the feedback rate fixes the frequency of the periodic self-pulsations. The interaction length of the crystal and the ratio between carrier and photon lifetimes tend to filter out high frequencies as they increase. Finally, the linewidth enhancement factor unlocks high frequencies as it increases. We conclude by providing a situation which leads to periodic solutions with higher frequencies using a set of realistic values of parameters.